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Abstract

Understanding and predicting sea ice dynamics and ice-ocean feedback processes requires accurate descriptions of momentum

fluxes across the ice-ocean interface. In this study, we present observations from an array of moorings in the Beaufort Sea. Using

a force-balance approach, we determine ice-ocean drag coefficient values over an annual cycle and a range of ice conditions.

Statistics from high resolution ice draft measurements are used to calculate expected drag coefficient values from morphology-

based parameterization schemes. With both approaches, drag coefficient values ranged from approximately 1-10×10ˆ-3, with

a minimum in fall and a maximum at the end of spring, consistent with previous observations. The parameterizations do a

reasonable job of predicting the observed drag values if the under ice geometry is known, and reveal that keel drag is the primary

contributor to the total ice-ocean drag coefficient. When translations of bulk model outputs to ice geometry are included in the

parameterizations, they overpredict drag on floe edges, leading to the inverted seasonal cycle seen in prior models. Using these

results to investigate the efficiency of total momentum flux across the atmosphere-ice-ocean interface suggests an inter-annual

trend of increasing coupling between the atmosphere and the ocean.
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Key Points:7

• In-situ measurements are used to estimate ice-ocean drag across a wide range of8

ice conditions based on the sea ice momentum balance.9

• Ice-ocean drag coefficients show a seasonal cycle with a spring maximum and a10

fall minimum, following the growth and melt of ice keels.11

• Geometry-based drag parameterization schemes are able to capture much of the12

observed variability using direct ice geometry measurements.13
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Abstract14

Understanding and predicting sea ice dynamics and ice-ocean feedback processes requires15

accurate descriptions of momentum fluxes across the ice-ocean interface. In this study,16

we present observations from an array of moorings in the Beaufort Sea. Using a force-17

balance approach, we determine ice-ocean drag coefficient values over an annual cycle18

and a range of ice conditions. Statistics from high resolution ice draft measurements are19

used to calculate expected drag coefficient values from morphology-based parameteri-20

zation schemes. With both approaches, drag coefficient values ranged from approximately21

1–10×10−3, with a minimum in fall and a maximum at the end of spring, consistent with22

previous observations. The parameterizations do a reasonable job of predicting the ob-23

served drag values if the under ice geometry is known, and reveal that keel drag is the24

primary contributor to the total ice-ocean drag coefficient. When translations of bulk25

model outputs to ice geometry are included in the parameterizations, they overpredict26

drag on floe edges, leading to the inverted seasonal cycle seen in prior models. Using these27

results to investigate the efficiency of total momentum flux across the atmosphere-ice-28

ocean interface suggests an inter-annual trend of increasing coupling between the atmo-29

sphere and the ocean.30

Plain Language Summary31

Sea ice moves in response to the push and pull (a.k.a., “drag’) of both wind and32

ocean currents, so speeds of both the ice and the underlying ocean depends on how ef-33

ficient that drag is. By looking at measurements of ice motion in response to the wind34

and ocean currents from three sites in the Beaufort Sea, we have calculated drag efficiency35

over one year. Computer models predict drag efficiency based on how rough the bottom36

of the sea ice is. Our measurements of the shape of the sea ice bottom are used to test37

and verify the framework for calculating drag efficiency that is in place in those mod-38

els. The model framework can do a reasonable job of prediction if given good measure-39

ments of how rough the ice is, but may not be good at predicting that roughness. Be-40

cause of that, current models might overpredict the drag efficiency while ice is melting.41

With our measurements of drag efficiency, we calculate how the sea ice impacts the to-42

tal ability of the wind to push on the ocean and find that it is enhanced by the sea ice.43

As Arctic sea ice becomes more seasonal, we expect this enhancement to increase.44
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1 Introduction45

Ongoing and dramatic changes in Arctic sea ice (e.g., Stroeve & Notz, 2018) and46

the underlying ocean (Jackson et al., 2011; Timmermans et al., 2018; Armitage et al.,47

2020) highlight the need to understand Arctic system feedback processes. Sea ice dynam-48

ics are thought to play an important role in both localized (e.g., Ivanov et al., 2016) and49

large-scale ice-ocean feedbacks (Dewey et al., 2018; Meneghello et al., 2018; Armitage50

et al., 2020). However, there are still fundamental gaps in our knowledge of the role of51

sea ice in mediating momentum transfer across the atmosphere-ice-ocean system, espe-52

cially in understanding spatial and seasonal variability in ice-ocean drag.53

Turbulent processes in the ocean and in the atmosphere drive surface momentum54

flux (a.k.a., stress) across the ice-ocean and ice-atmosphere interfaces. These turbulent55

fluxes are commonly related to bulk quantities through quadratic drag laws; e.g., the ice-56

ocean stress, τ io, and atmosphere-ice stress, τ ai:57

τ io = ρoCioe
iβurel |urel| , (1a)

τ ai = ρaCaiua |ua| , (1b)

which depend on ice-ocean and atmosphere-ice drag coefficients: Cio and Cai, respec-58

tively (the relative ice-ocean horizontal velocity urel = ui − uo and vectors are writ-59

ten in complex notation, e.g. u = u + iv; for other variable definitions, see table 1).60

While there has been considerable work in relating observed values of the atmosphere-61

ice drag coefficient, Cai, to sea ice properties (Arya, 1975; Guest & Davidson, 1987; Lüpkes62

& Birnbaum, 2005; Andreas, Horst, et al., 2010; Andreas, 2011; Lüpkes et al., 2012; Castel-63

lani et al., 2014; Elvidge et al., 2016; Petty et al., 2017, and others), there is relatively64

little analogous work on the ice-ocean drag coefficient, Cio. Indeed, despite a wide range65

of observed values of Cio spanning across an order of magnitude (e.g., McPhee, 1980; Mori-66

son et al., 1987; McPhee, 2002; Shaw et al., 2008; Randelhoff et al., 2014; Cole et al., 2014,67

2017), by default many sea ice models use a constant value for the drag coefficient (e.g.,68

Köberle & Gerdes, 2003; Timmermann et al., 2009; Losch et al., 2010; Rousset et al., 2015;69

Rampal et al., 2016), such as the “canonical” value of Cio = 5.5× 10−3 determined by70

McPhee (1980). Moreover, studies show that modelled sea ice thickness is sensitive to71

the chosen value of Cio (J. G. Kim et al., 2006; Hunke, 2010).72

Recent observations show both spatial and seasonal variations in the ice-ocean drag73

coefficient (Cole et al., 2017), suggesting the importance of ice morphology on the val-74
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ues of Cio (e.g., due to form drag; Steele et al., 1989; Lu et al., 2011; Tsamados et al.,75

2014). Model studies that incorporate a variable ice-ocean drag via parametrization of76

form drag (directly, Tsamados et al., 2014; or indirectly, Steiner, 2001) show first-order77

impacts both on the sea ice (Castellani et al., 2018) and the underlying ocean (Martin78

et al., 2016; Castellani et al., 2015, 2018). Although form drag parameterizations of the79

ice-ocean drag provide a nice theoretical description for the relationship between sea ice80

morphology and the ice-ocean drag coefficient(Lu et al., 2011; Tsamados et al., 2014),81

until now there has been no detailed observational study comparing morphological fea-82

tures with observed values of Cio across a range of sea ice conditions.83

In this study, we present observations made over an annual cycle from an array of84

moorings in the Beaufort Sea. Using a force-balance approach, mooring measurements85

and atmospheric re-analysis data are used to infer ice-ocean drag coefficients. Uplook-86

ing sonar on the moorings provide snapshots of under-ice topography and statistics re-87

lated to ice keels and floe edges. Together, these results 1) provide insight into the mor-88

phological drivers underlying variations of the ice-ocean drag coefficient, 2) are used for89

evaluation of model parameterization schemes, and 3) provide context for a broader un-90

derstanding of momentum transfer into the upper ocean in the changing Arctic. The re-91

mainder of this paper is organized as follows: sections 1.1 and 1.2 provide additional back-92

ground about momentum fluxes across the atmosphere-ice-ocean interface (with focus93

on the sea ice momentum equation and the total atmosphere-ocean momentum flux).94

Section 2 provides a review of the geometry-based parameterization schemes developed95

by Lu et al. (2011) and Tsamados et al. (2014), thus giving important context for inter-96

preting the study results. In section 3 we describe the field study and measurements, along97

with the force-balance and geometry-based descriptions of the ice-ocean drag coefficient.98

Descriptions of variations in Cio, along with evaluation of the parameterization schemes,99

and a description of the morphological drivers of ice-ocean drag are presented in section 4.100

Then, in section 5, these results are placed in the context of previous observations of ice-101

ocean drag and total momentum flux. The main contributions of the study are summa-102

rized in section 6.103

1.1 The sea ice momentum equation104

The conservation of momentum of sea ice can be written as (e.g., Leppäranta, 2011;105

modified to account for mixed ice-open water conditions per Hunke & Dukowicz, 2003;106
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Table 1: Notation

ai ice covered area

ardg area covered in ridged ice

b1, b2, A∗ geometry parameters

A ice concentration

cf local floe-edge drag coefficient

ck local keel drag coefficient

cs local skin drag coefficient

Cf form drag from floe edges

Ck form drag from keels

Cs skin drag

Cao atmosphere-ocean drag coefficient

Cai atmosphere-ice drag coefficient

Cio ice-ocean drag coefficient

Cequiv atmosphere-ocean equivalent drag

di ice draft

dlvl level ice draft

f Coriolis parameter

F a ice acceleration force

F i ice interaction force

g gravitational acceleration

hi ice thickness

hk keel depth

hkrel relative keel depth

hktot total keel depth

`f floe length

`k keel spacing

`l lead length

me effective ice mass per unit area

mw skin drag attenuation parameter

P0 boundary-layer integration function

Sc sheltering function

sl attenuation parameter

u∗ friction velocity

ua wind velocity at 10 m

ui ice drift velocity

uo ocean velocity at a reference depth

ug geostrophic ocean velocity

urel ice-ocean relative velocity

vrdg volume of ridged ice

z0 roughness length

z0i roughness length of level ice

z0w roughness length water

zref reference depth

β turning angle

η sea surface displacement

κ von Kármán constant

ρa air density

ρi ice density

ρo ocean density

σ internal ice stress tensor

τ ai atmosphere-ice stress

τ ao atmosphere-ocean stress

τ io ice-ocean stress

τ oi ocean-ice stress

τ ocn total ocean stress

τ atm total atmosphere stress

–5–
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Connolley, Gregory, Hunke, & Mclaren, 2004):107

me

[
∂ui
∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸
I

+ ui · ∇ui︸ ︷︷ ︸
II

+ fk̂ × ui︸ ︷︷ ︸
III

]
= Aτ ai︸ ︷︷ ︸

IV

+ Aτ oi︸ ︷︷ ︸
V

+ ∇ · σ︸ ︷︷ ︸
VI

+ meg∇η︸ ︷︷ ︸
VII

, (2)

for me the “effective” ice mass per unit area, me = Aρihi, and other variables as de-108

fined in table 1, with ∇ the horizontal gradient operator. The terms of the equation are109

as follows: (I) local ice acceleration; (II) advective ice acceleration; (III) Coriolis accel-110

eration; (IV) stress of the atmosphere acting on the ice; (V) stress of the ocean acting111

on the ice; (VI) internal stress (“ice-ice” stress); and (VII) gravitational force from sea112

surface tilt. Advective acceleration (term II) is generally considered negligible and ex-113

cluded. The final term (VII) in eq. (2) can be expressed in terms of the geostrophic bal-114

ance fk̂ × ug = g∇η and then combined with the Coriolis term, so that term III be-115

comes fk̂×(ui−ug) (Leppäranta, 2011). An additional term representing wave radi-116

ation stress in the marginal ice zone has been shown to be locally important at the ice117

edge (e.g., Perrie & Hu, 1997; Steele et al., 1989), but overall is small, so it is neglected.118

Leppäranta (2011) also includes an atmospheric pressure gradient term which is not in-119

cluded here. In mixed ice-open water conditions, the ocean-ice and atmosphere-ice stresses120

(τ ai and τ oi) represent the stress acting only on the ice-covered area and are distinct121

from the total stress out of the ocean/atmosphere (Hunke & Dukowicz, 2003).122

Sea ice is considered to be in “free drift” if the internal ice stress (term VI) is neg-123

ligible (e.g., McPhee, 1980; Hunke & Dukowicz, 2003; Connolley et al., 2004; Leppäranta,124

2011). This is often assumed to be the case if the ratio of ice speed to wind speed (|ui|/|ua|,125

the “wind factor”) is sufficiently high (typically ≥2%; e.g., McPhee, 1980), or if ice con-126

centration is sufficiently low (e.g., ≤85%; Hunke & Dukowicz, 2003; Heorton et al., 2019).127

For freely drifting sea ice, the ice-ocean stress (τ io = −τ oi) can be expressed as:128

τ io = τ ai − ρodi
[
∂ui
∂t

+ fk̂ × (ui − ug)
]
, (3)

where the sea ice mass per unit area ρihi (for ice density ρi and total ice thickness hi)129

been replaced with ρodi (for ocean density ρo and ice draft di) assuming hydrostatic bal-130

ance. McPhee (1980) and Dewey (2019) use this balance, assuming steady-state (∂ui

∂t =131

0), in order to calculate ice-ocean stress and infer the ice-ocean drag coefficient, while132

Randelhoff et al. (2014) employ this equation retaining the local acceleration. The ice-133

ocean stress is also frequently presented in terms of friction velocity, u∗, defined by τ io =134

ρou∗|u∗|.135

–6–
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1.2 Total momentum flux into the ocean136

In mixed ice and open-water conditions, there is both a direct transfer of momen-137

tum between the atmosphere and the ocean, and an indirect transfer mediated by sea138

ice. It is common to represent these fluxes as combinations of the corresponding atmosphere-139

ice-ocean stresses weighted by sea ice concentration (e.g., Martin et al., 2014, 2016). Then,140

the total momentum flux into the ocean, τ ocn, and the total momentum flux out of the141

atmosphere τ atm can be represented as:142

τ ocn = Aτ io + (1−A)τ ao, and (4a)

τ atm = Aτ ai + (1−A)τ ao, (4b)

where A is sea ice concentration, and each of the stress components (ice-ocean: τ io; atmosphere-143

ice: τ ai; atmosphere-ocean: τ ao) is described by the quadratic drag law with correspond-144

ing drag coefficients: τ ao = ρaCaoua|ua|, and τ io, τ ai from eqs. (1a) and (1b). As a145

first approximation, the atmosphere-ocean drag coefficient, Cao, can be described as a146

function of wind speed (e.g., Large & Yeager, 2004). The atmosphere-ice drag coefficient,147

Cai, is expected to depend on sea ice geometry in a similar way to the ice-ocean drag148

(Andreas, 2011; Lüpkes et al., 2012; Tsamados et al., 2014); however, it is commonly pa-149

rameterized simply as a function of ice concentration, A (see supporting information Text150

S2).151

Combining eqs. (2), (4a) and (4b) leads to the expression:152

τ ocn = τ atm + F i + F a, (5)

where F i is the ice interaction force (derived from the inclusion of term VI in eq. 2), and153

F a is the equivalent force from the acceleration and tilt terms (terms I, III, VII in eq. 2;154

i.e., the term in brackets in eq. 3). Equation (5) mirrors the expression from Martin et155

al. (2014, their equation 2), except for the inclusion of the equivalent forces from ice ac-156

celeration, F a, which they neglect.157

In the scenario where the transfer of momentum is an overall flux from the atmo-158

sphere into the ocean, this equation can been interpreted to state that all of the momen-159

tum flux out of the atmosphere (τ atm) goes into either the ice (F i + F a), or into the160

ocean (τ ocn). Although, because of the vector summation in eq. (5), both of F i and F a161

can either enhance or subtract from τ atm. Ice interaction is usually thought as a mo-162
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mentum sink that opposes τ atm (Steele et al., 1997; Martin et al., 2014), but ice accel-163

eration terms could potentially be an additional source of ocean momentum.164

To examine the effect of sea ice in mediating the total momentum flux from the165

atmosphere to the ocean, consider an “equivalent drag coefficient”, Cequiv, based on the166

construction of a quadratic drag law between the wind speed and the total ocean stress;167

i.e.,168

Cequiv =
|τ ocn|
ρa|ua|2

. (6)

Cequiv does not have a clean analytic form, nor is it a useful prognostic variable: its value169

will depend on ui and uo, which are themselves functions of the total atmosphere-ice-170

ocean momentum transfer. Instead, Cequiv is a diagnostic of momentum transfer efficiency,171

where higher values indicate that a greater proportion of atmospheric momentum is ul-172

timately transferred to the ocean. This is similar to the use of a normalized effective stress173

in Martin et al. (2014, 2016).174

2 Drag from geometry-based parameterizations175

This study compares estimates of the observed ice-ocean drag to two schemes that176

parameterize the ice-ocean drag as a function of the observable ice geometry. Both Lu177

et al. (2011) and Tsamados et al. (2014) present similar ice geometry-based parameter-178

izations of the ice-ocean drag coefficient based on a combination of skin and form drag179

components, with the scheme by Tsamados et al. (2014) available in the CICE sea ice180

model (Hunke et al., 2020). Steiner (2001) presents an alternative scheme using a “de-181

formation energy” approach. That method has been used in the sea ice component of182

the MITgcm model (Losch et al., 2010) to investigate the impact of variable ice-ocean183

drag (Castellani et al., 2018); however, we cannot track deformation energy with our mea-184

surements, so that scheme is not considered here.185

2.1 Details of parameterization schemes186

Ice-geometry based parameterizations of the ice-ocean drag coefficient write the to-187

tal drag as a sum of form drag from floe edges, form drag from keels, and skin drag (Lu188

et al., 2011; Tsamados et al., 2014):189

Cio = Cf + Ck + Cs. (7)
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For both schemes, these three drag components can be written as:190

floe edge drag: Cf =
1

2
cfA

dlvl
`f

[
Sc

(
dlvl
`l

)]2
P0(dlvl, z0w), (8a)

keel drag: Ck =
1

2
ckA

hk
`k

[
Sc

(
hk
`k

)]2
P0(hk, z0i), (8b)

skin drag: Cs = csA

(
1−mw

hk
`k

)
, if

hk
`k
≤ 1

mw
(8c)

with variables defined in table 1. So the ice geometry appears in the parametrizations191

as the floe “aspect ratio”, dlvl/`f , and the “ridging intensity”, hk/`k. The scheme by Tsamados192

et al. (2014) is an adaptation of an atmospheric drag parameterization by Lüpkes et al.193

(2012). Note that in Tsamados et al. (2014), the inequality in the valid range for the skin194

drag, Cs (hk/`k ≤ 1/mw), is mistakenly reversed (compare their equation 19 with the195

work of Arya, 1975 on which skin drag is based); eq. (8c) presents the correct inequal-196

ity for both of the parameterization schemes.197

The two schemes are functionally similar. The differences between them are due198

to the following factors: (1) different values of the “local” drag coefficients, cf , ck, and199

cs (which account for the drag on individual elements); (2) different forms the “shelter-200

ing functions” Sc; and (3) the inclusion (or not) of the functions P0 (which are included201

in the Tsamados et al., 2014 scheme but not the Lu et al., 2011 scheme). Additionally,202

the two schemes use slightly different definitions for keel depth (relative versus total; see203

fig. 1).204

The sheltering function Sc accounts for the reduction in drag of downstream ob-205

stacles due to the wake effect of upstream obstacles (Steele et al., 1989). Both param-206

eterization schemes employ different, empirically-derived, sheltering functions:207

Tsamados et al. (2014): Sc (x) =
[
1− exp

(
−sl
x

)]1/2
(9a)

Lu et al. (2011): Sc (x) =
[
1− (x)

1/2
]

(9b)

For keel sheltering, the input argument, x, is the the ridging intensity, hk/`k, which mir-208

rors its other use eq. (8b). For floe sheltering, the argument for the sheltering function209

is dlvl/`l (the denominator is the distance between floes), instead of the aspect ratio dlvl/`f210

that appears earlier in eq. (8a).211

Tsamados et al. (2014) include a term in Cf and Ck which arises due to integra-212

tion of a depth-varying velocity profile over the height of an obstacle, here called P0 (it213

differs from the definition of P0 in Lüpkes et al., 2012). In the atmospheric drag param-214

–9–
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eterization, Lüpkes et al. (2012) assume a “law-of-the-wall” velocity profile: u(z) = (u∗/κ) ln(z/z0),215

which Tsamados et al. (2014) maintains in adapting the scheme to the ice-ocean bound-216

ary layer. This gives217

P0(h, z0) =

[
ln(h/z0)

ln(zref/z0)

]2
. (10)

Inclusion of P0 allows the ice-ocean drag coefficient to be an explicit function of the ref-218

erence depth zref. For the range of measurements and parameters in the present study219

P0 varied from ∼0.3–0.8. The form of P0 depends on the assumed law-of-the-wall boundary-220

layer structure, which is suitable for the atmosphere where the height of logarithmic bound-221

ary layer is on the order of hundreds of meters (Holton, 2004, chapter 5). However, it222

is not clear that this is appropriate in the ice-ocean boundary layer. The P0 functions223

are not included in the scheme by Lu et al. (2011).224

The “local” drag coefficient, cs used in the skin drag parameterization (Cs, eq. 8c)225

represents the baseline skin drag associated with level ice in the absence of ridges. Both226

Tsamados et al. (2014) and Lu et al. (2011) treat this term as a free parameter. Keep-227

ing with the law-of-the-wall velocity assumption used to develop P0, the baseline skin228

drag could instead be represented by229

cs =

[
κ

ln(zref/z0i)

]2
, (11)

thus reducing the number of free parameters in the model, and allowing cs to be an ex-230

plicit function of the reference depth zref. As with P0, the actual form will depend strongly231

on boundary layer structure.232

In applying their parametrization scheme (eqs. 8, 9a, and 10), Tsamados et al. (2014)233

use total keel depth, hktot, which is measured from the waterline (fig. 1). However, in234

full ice cover, it should be the keel depth relative to the level ice draft, hkrel, that con-235

tributes to form drag (as in Lu et al., 2011). Similarly, the reference depth zref in eqs. (10)236

and (11) should be also be relative to the level ice draft (e.g., zref−dlvl), because that237

is the range over which the boundary layer develops. In mixed ice-open water conditions,238

the use of hkrel is still consistent with the parametrization scheme as floe-edge drag (eq. 8a)239

is accounted for separately.240

2.2 Translating model outputs to ice geometry241

The details of sea ice geometry necessary for calculating the ice-ocean drag coef-242

ficient with eq. (8) are not generally resolved by models, which don’t simulate individ-243

–10–
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of an ice floe showing sea ice geometry with idealized

triangular representation of ice keels, and the in-situ ADCP measurements. Dimension

labels of ice geometry correspond to table 1.

–11–
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ual ice floes or keels. Tsamados et al. (2014) developed a scheme for estimating average244

keel properties based on outputs in the CICE model using assumptions about the keel245

geometry that are guided by observations (see their supplementary information). Namely,246

the scheme uses area extent and volume of ridged ice in a model grid cell (ardg and vrdg,247

respectively), along with the ice area in a grid cell (ai, which is the ice concentration A248

multiplied by the grid-cell area).249

For subsurface measurements (as presented below), keel height and spacing are given250

by taking the limit as Rh → ∞ in equations 24 and 25 from Tsamados et al. (2014)251

(where Rh is the ratio of keel depth to sail height, so the limit states that all ridged ice252

in the measurements is attributed to keels). This gives the expressions:253

hk = 2
vrdg
ardg

b1
φk
, (12a)

`k = 2hk
ai
ardg

b1
tan(αk)

, (12b)

where b1 is a weight function accounts for the overlap of keels with level ice (taken as254

0.75), φk is the keel porosity, and αk is the keel slope (see fig. 1).255

The floe and lead lengths (`f , `l) used in eq. (8a) are also parameterized. Using mea-256

surements derived from aerial photographs of the marginal ice zone of Fram Strait, Lüpkes257

et al. (2012) developed an empirical model for estimating floe size based on ice concen-258

tration:259

`f = `f,max

(
A∗

A∗ −A

)b2
, (13)

with b2 a tunable parameter (ranging from 0.3 to 1.4), and A∗ a value calculated such260

that the limits of `f range from `f,min to `f,max (for A→ 0, 1), the minimum and max-261

imum floe lengths, respectively (see eq. 27 in Lüpkes et al., 2012). Using default param-262

eters, this gives average floe lengths that are limited to range from a minimum of 8 m263

to a maximum of 300 m. Tsamados et al. (2014) implement this floe size model in their264

parametrization scheme, though they acknowledge that observations have shown that265

floe size follows a power-law distribution with a much wider range of scales than is pos-266

sible with that scheme (e.g., Weiss & Marsan, 2004; see also Stern, Schweiger, Zhang,267

& Steele, 2018 and references therein).268
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3 Drag from field measurements269

3.1 Field measurements270

Data were collected during the Stratified Ocean Dynamics of the Arctic (SODA)271

experiment: an Office of Naval Research (ONR) project to better understand the con-272

trols of heat and momentum transfer in the Arctic’s upper ocean. A program compo-273

nent included the installation of three subsurface moorings in a line stretching from the274

south to the north of the Beaufort Sea, which are designated as SODA-A, SODA-B, and275

SODA-C (figs. 2a and 2b). The moorings recorded a full annual cycle of sea ice growth276

and melt from their installation in fall 2018 to their recovery in fall 2019. The spatial277

distribution of the moorings allowed for sampling of different ice regimes: the southern-278

most mooring (SODA-A) was in the seasonal ice zone and experiences prolonged open-279

water periods in summer (fig. 2e); SODA-B was near the edge of the seasonal ice zone280

and has a minimal open-water period but a longer period of time in marginal ice (fig. 2d);281

whereas SODA-C was still ice-covered all year long (fig. 2c; the mooring at that loca-282

tion was both deployed and recovered through the ice).283

This study utilizes measurements made with uplooking Nortek Signature-500 5-284

beam acoustic Doppler current profilers (ADCPs) installed on the top float of each moor-285

ing (fig. 1). The instrument depths were approximately 45 m for SODA-A, 42 m for SODA-286

B, and 27 m for SODA-C. To minimize the effects of mooring knock-down, the top float287

of each mooring was a DeepWater Buoyancy Stablemoor500, which are designed to re-288

main level even during knockdown events (Harding et al., 2017). The maximum tilt de-289

viation measured by any of the ADCPs was ≤ 2◦ from their resting position. A Seabird290

SBE-37 conductivity-temperature-depth sensor installed underneath the float (∼1 m ver-291

tical offset from the ADCP) collected temperature and salinity measurements to com-292

pliment the temperature measurements made by the ADCP to calculate and correct the293

speed of sound (which is used to calculate altimeter distance).294

The four slant beams of the ADCP measured velocity profiles, while the fifth ver-295

tical beam acted as an altimeter (fig. 1) and measured the distance to the surface (ei-296

ther the water surface or ice bottom). The vertical beam has a beam width of 2.9◦, so297

for the deployment depths here, the width of the ensonified area was roughly 2.3 m for298

SODA-A, 2.1 m for SODA-B, and 1.4 m for SODA-C. The ADCPs operated with two299

concurrent sampling plans: “Average+Ice”, and “Burst+Waves”. For both modes, the300
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Figure 2: (a,b) Maps of (a) the Beaufort Sea showing the locations of the three moor-

ings overlaid on sea ice concentration map from Sept. 18, 2018 (the 2018 sea ice mini-

mum), with baythymetry shown by grey contours (contours are 1000-m isobaths); and

(b) the location of (a). The ice concentration in (a) is from the Sea Ice Remote Sensing

database at the University of Bremen (Spreen et al., 2008). (c–e) The annual cycle of sea

ice concentration averaged over the mooring locations during the measurement period: (c)

SODA-C, (d) SODA-B, and (e) SODA-A.
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ice draft was derived from the difference between the water depth (determined by instru-301

ment pressure) and altimeter distance, after making corrections for ADCP tilt, speed of302

sound, and atmospheric pressure variations (e.g., Magnell et al., 2010; Krishfield et al.,303

2014).304

During the Average+Ice sampling mode, the ADCP measured altimeter distance,305

water column velocity, and ice drift velocity (using the built-in ice-tracking mode). Mea-306

surements of each of these variables were provided every 10 min based on raw data col-307

lected in 1-min long ensembles at a sampling rate of 1 Hz (reported measurements are308

ensemble-medians after quality control processing of the raw data). The water veloci-309

ties were measured in 2-m vertical range bins. At each time step, the velocity profiles310

were interpolated to find the horizontal velocity, uo, at a fixed reference depth, zref ; here,311

zref = 10 m to conform to the Tsamados et al. (2014) parameterization scheme. The312

10-min sampled Average+Ice measurements of ui, uo, and di were bin-averaged in 1-h313

bins to match the atmospheric re-analysis measurements used (see below). The support-314

ing information fig. S1 shows examples of the timeseries of each of the velocity compo-315

nents at SODA-B.316

As indicated by its name, the Burst+Waves plan is designed for the measurement317

of surface gravity waves using altimeter measurements from the vertical beam. However,318

those altimeter measurements can also be used for measuring under-ice geometry (e.g.,319

ice keels; Magnell et al., 2010). In Burst+Waves mode, the ADCPs measured “bursts”320

of data containing 2048 samples at a rate of 2 Hz, so each burst length was 1024 s (∼ 17 min).321

These bursts were collected once every two hours. Because the Burst+Waves and Av-322

erage+Ice measurement plans were concurrent, the ADCPs recorded two values of the323

ice drift speed during each burst. Using the mean of those two ice drift measurements,324

the sampling time for each burst was converted to an along-burst distance. Within each325

burst, ice draft data were despiked using a moving-median outlier criteria in 127-point326

windows (outliers are identified as points more than three scaled median absolute de-327

viations from the median, and replaced with linearly interpolated values). Then, the ice328

draft from Burst+Waves sampling were used to characterize the ice geometry (see sec-329

tion 3.3).330

We used atmospheric forcing from the European Center for Medium-Range Weather331

Forecasts (ECMWF) Reanalysis version 5 (ERA5; Hersbach et al., 2020). ERA5 pro-332
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vides hourly measurements at a 0.25◦×0.25◦ grid resolution. A recent comparison with333

in situ measurements in the Eastern Arctic showed that of the six re-analysis products334

assessed, ERA5 provided the best representation of wind speed (which is the primary335

variable of interest here) during winter and spring, and second best (by a small margin)336

during summer (Graham et al., 2019). To generate a timeseries of atmospheric forcing337

at each mooring, grid points were averaged within a 30 km radius centred at each of the338

mooring locations (14–16 gridpoints per mooring). There is a degree of uncertainty in339

re-analysis wind measurements in the Arctic (particularly in the marginal ice zone; e.g.,340

Brenner et al., 2020). Nonetheless, there is strong coherence between the re-analysis wind341

velocities and the in situ measured ice drift velocities (not shown) and associated high342

correlations between the two (correlation coefficients of r = 0.69, 0.75, and 0.63 for SODA-343

A, -B, and -C, respectively). The results presented are not overly sensitive to the choice344

of re-analysis product used.345

3.2 Application of the force-balance approach346

Following McPhee (1980; see also Randelhoff et al., 2014; Dewey, 2019), we use a347

force-balance approach (eq. 3) to calculate the ice-ocean stress, τ io. Then the ice-ocean348

drag coefficient, Cio, is inferred from the quadratic drag law (eq. 1a).349

The ice-ocean stress (τ io) is calculated hourly with eq. (3) using data from the ADCP350

measurements and ERA5 re-analysis. The ice draft (di) and ice velocity (ui) are from351

the 1-hour-averaged ADCP measurements. The local acceleration (∂ui

∂t ) is the numer-352

ical derivative of the 1-hour-averaged ui values. The geostrophic velocity (ug) is esti-353

mated as the depth-averaged velocity between 5 m and 20 m (based on results by Armitage354

et al., 2017), and low-pass filtered with a 2-day cutoff (the result is insensitive to these355

choices for ug; see supplementary Text S2). The atmosphere-ice stress (τ ai) is determined356

using the quadratic drag law (eq. 1b), with 10-m wind velocity and surface air density357

taken from ERA5 re-analysis and Cai parameterized as a function of ice concentration358

(following ECMWF, 2019; see supporting information Text S2). In mixed ice-open wa-359

ter conditions, the atmosphere-ice stress, τ ai, used in eq. (3) is distinct from the total360

atmospheric stress (eq. 4b). Because eq. (3) assumes that ice is in free drift, values for361

which the wind factor (|ui|/|ua|; determined hourly) was less than 2% were rejected (the362

so-called “2%-rule”). The use of wind factor as a filtering criteria implies an intermit-363

tency of internal ice stresses, which is consistent with Steele et al. (1997), who found that364
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on short timescales the atmospheric stress input to the ice (τ ai) was primarily balanced365

by only one of either the ocean-ice stress (τ oi) or the internal ice stress. (∇ ·σ). The366

friction velocity (u∗) is determined from τ io assuming a constant ρo = 1025 kg m−3 (with367

the definition τ io = ρou∗|u∗|).368

To calculate the ice-ocean drag coefficient, the record is split into windows. Within369

each window the quadratic drag law (eq. 1a) is applied by regressing hourly calculated370

values of |u∗|2 (as described above) with hourly measured |urel|2 (with uo defined at a371

10-m reference depth). Then the value of Cio is the slope of the regression line (fig. 3).372

Windows are chosen to be 7 days in length, which provides an average of 80 points in373

each window (after using the 2%-rule to exclude non-free-drift points). Based on aver-374

age ice drift speeds, each window covers roughly 75 km of ice (though there is both spa-375

tial and temporal variability in the actual window size). While shorter window lengths376

can resolve some higher frequency variability at the expense of larger uncertainties, the377

overall seasonal patterns found here are not sensitive to the window length chosen. Re-378

gression was performed with a bisquare robust linear fitting algorithm and forced through379

the origin (Huber1981). This method iteratively reduced the weighting on outliers, which380

may occur, for example, from intermittent violation of the free-drift assumption. Per-381

forming regression within windows instead of calculating Cio on a point-by-point basis382

(as in Dewey, 2019) minimized the effects of noise and uncertainty (particularly for low383

values of urel), which may have resulted from a combination of measurement noise, higher384

frequency temporal variations, or unaccounted stresses (e.g., internal ice stress). Calcu-385

lated values of the drag coefficient were rejected if the uncertainty in Cio was ≥ 2.5× 10−3386

(based on a t-test with 95% confidence interval; Bendat & Piersol, 1971). High uncer-387

tainties in Cio occurred most frequently in winter when many of the data were rejected388

due to free drift conditions not being met. Tests using non-linear fits of the form |τ io| ∝389

|urel|n (see section 5.1) did not produce better fits than the quadratic drag law with n =390

2 (r2 values from n 6= 2 fits were approximately equal to those with n = 2). Given391

the direct concurrent and collocated measurements of the ice and ocean velocities here,392

it was not necessary to exclude periods of small ice-ocean relative velocity, a condition393

often necessary when using satellite remote sensing to estimate ice velocities (e.g., in McPhee,394

1980).395

This method of drag calculation essentially asks what value of Cio would be required396

to reproduce the observed sea ice motion. In doing so, the method effectively integrates397
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Figure 3: Example of quadratic-drag-law fit between hourly values of observed relative

velocity (|urel|2 = |ui − uo|2), and calculated friction velocity (|u∗|2 = |τ io|/ρo) from

the force-balance approach (eq. 3). Black points show values used in the fitting procedure,

with point sizes an indicator of the relative weighting determined by the robust fitting

method. Grey triangles show points rejected from the fit by the 2%-rule and demonstrate

the utility of the wind factor to filter points that are not in free drift. The black line

shows the regression line with 95% confidence interval shaded in grey. Data correspond to

1 week of measurements in November 2018 at SODA-A.

over both the temporal intermittency and the spatial heterogeneity of turbulent momen-398

tum fluxes across ice floes and thus provides bulk-average drag coefficient values. These399

resulting drag coefficients are appropriate for comparison to model parameterizations as400

the goal of those parameterizations is to provide a bulk coefficient for use within a model401

grid cell.402

Because there is no physical basis to expect that the relationship between total ocean403

stress, τ ocn, and wind speed should follow the quadratic drag law, so the linear fitting404

procedure use to calculate Cio can’t be similarly applied to find Cequiv. Instead, Cequiv405

is computed on a point-by-point (hourly) basis using eq. (6), with τ ocn given by eq. (4a)406

and with A from ERA5. For points defined as being in free-drift (based on the 2%-rule),407

the ice-ocean stress, τ io used in eq. (4a) is the same as described above (eq. 3). The anal-408
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ysis was extended beyond free-drift periods by calculating τ io for those times using eq. (1a)409

and values of Cio from the regression procedure, interpolated to points with a wind fac-410

tor < 2%.411

3.3 Ice geometry412

During periods of ice cover, the ADCP Burst+Waves sampling provided one di-413

mensional (along-drift) tracking of the under-ice geometry (fig. 4a). We use these to quan-414

tify the geometric characteristics used in the parameterization schemes in section 2. Im-415

portantly, the fixed mooring platforms allow for sampling across a broad range of dif-416

ferent ice conditions as they evolve over the annual cycle. Ice-covered conditions were417

identified based on the relative partitioning of spectral energy in low or high frequency418

bands for each burst (e.g., Shcherbina et al., 2016; Kirillov et al., 2020): spectra from419

open water bursts have energy concentrated at higher frequencies due to the presence420

of surface gravity waves, while spectra from ice bursts are predominantly “red”. Here,421

we use a frequency cutoff of 0.1 Hz to distinguish high- and low-frequency bands, and422

identify ice-covered conditions when the ratio of high-to-low frequency variance is less423

than 5. Then, open-water bursts provide a secondary empirical correction to ice draft424

to account for water-column sound-speed variations (e.g., due to shallow stratification;425

Kirillov et al., 2020). These corrections were small, and primarily applied to marginal426

ice covered periods.427

For each ice-covered burst we quantified the draft of level ice, the extent and num-428

ber of leads, and the number and size of keels (fig. 4b). Prior to classification, bursts were429

smoothed with a moving-average filter using a centered window with a width of 2 m (be-430

cause of variability in ice drift speed, the number of points in each window varies from431

burst to burst). Bursts frequently contained apparent leads, identified as all points in432

a burst with a measured draft below a tolerance level (taken as 0.15 m to account for in-433

strument noise and uncertainty associated with both atmospheric pressure variations and434

sound speed). Strictly, this procedure is unable to differentiate between open-water leads435

and refrozen leads containing thin ice, but from the perspective of the drag parameter-436

izations (section 2), both scenarios are dynamically equivalent in that they both contribute437

to the floe edge form drag. Within each burst, level ice was defined by a local gradient438

less than 0.025 (equivalent to the process in Wadhams & Horne, 1980) and a draft of less439

than 3 m (roughly the limit of thermodynamic growth; [CITE] ). The level ice draft for440
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Figure 4: Example of ice draft from burst measurements: (a) Raw (thin grey line) and

smoothed (black line) ice draft during a single burst (∼17 min) in April 2019 at SODA-A.

(b) The burst from (a) classified to show leads (green line), level ice (purple), and ridged

ice (orange), with vertical magenta lines showing unique keels (based on Rayleigh crite-

rion), and black dashed-dotted line showing the level ice draft classified for that burst.

each burst was then taken as the median draft of all ice identified as level within the burst.441

In cases where no level ice was identified (i.e., the entire burst measured ridged ice), a442

level ice draft was found by interpolating across adjacent bursts. Keels identification fol-443

lowed Martin (2007), using a Rayleigh criterion to define unique keels (see also Williams444

et al., 1975; Wadhams & Horne, 1980; Wadhams & Davy, 1986) with a minimum keel445

depth cutoff of 0.5 m relative to the level ice draft for that burst. Relative keel depths446

at each of the moorings closely followed exponential probability distributions (not shown),447

which is in line with previous literature (e.g., Wadhams & Horne, 1980; Wadhams & Davy,448

1986), and a total of 14 694 individual keels were identified throughout the full study pe-449

riod (6282, 4305, and 4107 at SODA-A, -B, and -C, respectively). The maximum rel-450

ative keel depth measured at any of the moorings through the full deployment was 11.4 m451

at SODA-B. Keel sizes across the three moorings were fairly similar.452

The parameterized ice-ocean drag is based on statistical descriptions of the ice ge-453

ometry (see section 2). Statistics were accumulated over one week periods to be consis-454

tent with the windowing procedure for the ice-ocean drag (section 3.2). The keel depth455

(hk) and level ice draft (dlvl) are simply averages of individual measurements taken for456

all bursts in each window. The average keel spacing (`k) was taken as the total distance457

measured by all bursts in a given window (both ice and open water) divided by the to-458
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tal number of keels counted during that window. Except for some bursts in the marginal459

ice zone, floe chord lengths are typically longer than the distance measured by an indi-460

vidual burst. To estimate an average floe length (`f ) the total measured ice-covered dis-461

tance for a given window was divided by the number of leads counted in that window.462

Similarly, the average lead length (`l) was the total open water distance divided by the463

number of leads. These definitions for `k and `f are consistent with their inclusion in464

parameterizations (Lu et al., 2011; Tsamados et al., 2014). A local average daily ice con-465

centration, (A) was also calculated using burst data as a ratio of the total measured ice-466

covered distance to the total distance measured by all bursts (ice and open water). Us-467

ing A, the average lead length can be written as `l = `f (1−A)/A for one-dimensional468

measurements (Lu et al., 2011). The values `f and `l are only defined for ice concentra-469

tion less than 100%. The measurements show seasonal signals in all of the measured ge-470

ometry statistics at all moorings (fig. 5). Despite both dlvl and `f decreasing in the sum-471

mer/fall (figs. 5a and 5c), the much wider range of variation of `f (over roughly 3 or-472

der of magnitude) compared to dlvl results in floe aspect ratios (dlvl/`f ) that are elevated473

in the fall (fig. 5e). The relative keel depths and spacing (hkrel and `k) appear to have474

some negative correlation (cf., figs. 5b and 5d), so that both signals contribute to the min-475

imum ridging intensity (hk/`k) in the summer/fall (fig. 5f).476

3.4 Implementing model parameterization schemes477

Four different variations of ice-ocean drag parametrizations were tested. These are478

summarized in table 2. In the first two variations (labelled L11 and T14(I), respectively),479

direct measurements of the sea ice geometry (section 3.3) were used to test the param-480

eterization schemes proposed by Lu et al. (2011) and Tsamados et al. (2014) (section 2.1)481

using default parameter values in each scheme. Another variation tested an alternative482

version of the Tsamados et al. (2014) scheme, labelled T14(II), which uses slightly mod-483

ified geometry definitions and coefficient values. Finally, the T14(III) variation tested484

a combination of both physics and ice geometry parametrization from Tsamados et al.485

(2014).486

The T14(II) scheme is a modification of the T14(I) scheme. It still uses the direct487

measurements of sea ice geometry, but uses the relative definitions of keel depth and ref-488

erence depth (see section 2.1). Additionally, in T14(II), some of the parameters have been489

changed from their default values. The local skin drag coefficient (cs) is replaced with490
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Figure 5: Weekly statistics of sea ice geometry for each mooring: (a) mean level ice

draft; (b) mean relative keel height; (c) mean floe length; (d) mean keel spacing (e) aspect

ratio (dlvl/`f ); and (f) ridging intensity (hk/`k). Horizontal dashed red lines in (c) show

the maximum and minimum extents of the parametrized floe length (eq. 13).
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Table 2: Summary of parameters and functions used in the parameterization schemes

tested.

L11 T14(I) T14(II) T14(III)

cf 1 1 0.3† 1

ck 1/π 0.2 0.4† 0.2

cs 2× 10−3 2× 10−3 eq. (11)‡ 2× 10−3

z0i n/a 5× 10−4 m 1× 10−3 m 5× 10−4 m

z0w n/a 3.27× 10−4 m 3.27× 10−4 m 3.27× 10−4 m

mw 10 10 10 10

sl n/a 0.18 0.18 0.18

Sc eq. (9b) eq. (9a) eq. (9a) eq. (9a)

P0 n/a eq. (10) eq. (10)‡ eq. (10)

hk hkrel hktot hkrel eq. (12a)

`k meas. meas. meas. eq. (12b)

`f meas. meas. meas. eq. (13)

†parameters adjusted based on best fit to observations;
‡using a relative reference depth (zref − dlvl);

n/a: not applicable;

meas.: measured (see section 3.3)
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eq. (11) and the roughness length associated with level ice, z0i is replaced with a value491

of 1× 10−3 m, which is reflective of observations of ice with no significant morphology492

(McPhee et al., 1999; McPhee, 2002). With this z0i and a 10-m reference depth, the value493

of cs calculated for a 1-m ice draft is 2× 10−3, which is the same as in T14(I); however,494

the use of eq. (11) allows cs to vary slightly through the year as the ice draft changes495

seasonally, and gives it an explicit dependence on zref . By using this formulation cs is496

no longer a free parameter. Finally, the local form drag coefficients (cf , ck) have been497

replaced with values that provide the closest fit between parameterized and observed drag498

coefficient values when considered across all moorings. Note that this does not reflect499

a full optimization tuning of all of the available parameters (discussed further in section 4.2).500

As the ADCP measurements provide direct observations of ice geometry (section 3.3),501

the parametrization of ice geometry (section 2.2) is not necessary in order to implement502

eq. (8) in L11, T14(I), and T14(II). Instead, this allows us to separately test the physics503

parameterization (section 2.1) and the geometry parameterization (section 2.2). To do504

so, a final variation (T14(III)) is tested that uses the default parameter values from Tsamados505

et al. (2014) but instead of using the direct measurements of sea ice geometry, geome-506

try statistics are estimated using bulk measurements and eqs. (12) and (13).507

Application of eq. (12) using ADCP measurements provides some challenges. The508

ice volume (vrdg) and areas (ardg, ai) in eq. (12) are fundamentally defined over a two509

dimensional area (i.e., within a model gridcell), but the ADCP draft measurements are510

one dimensional (along-drift). To adapt our measurements to apply eq. (12), we calcu-511

late vrdg, ardg, and ai on a per-unit-width basis. However, the relative angles between512

the keel orientations and the direction of sampling (which is unknown) will cause an over-513

estimate of the area or volume of the feature unless measurements are made perpendic-514

ular to the keels. Fortunately, this mismatch creates an equal bias for both volume and515

area calculations, so the ratio vrdg/ardg in eq. (12a) is not impacted. However, due to516

crossing angle mismatch, extra care must be taken when calculating and interpreting `f517

from eq. (12b). If both keels and leads are linear features whose orientations follow the518

same statistical distributions then the ratio ai/ardg measured with along-drift data will519

approximate the true (two-dimensional) value if averaged over a sufficiently large sam-520

ple of keels and leads. However, in full ice cover leads are relatively scarce while in the521

marginal ice zone it may not be appropriate to consider leads to be linear features. It522

is unclear whether one-dimensional sampling of ai will introduce any mean bias. For a523
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uniformly distributed keel orientation, one-dimensional sampling will lead to a mean over-524

estimate of ardg by a factor of π/2. On that basis ardg are multiplied by a 2/π correc-525

tion factor when applying eq. (12b).526

4 Results527

4.1 Seasonal and spatial variation of ice-ocean drag528

For all three moorings, the force-balance approach provided estimates for the ice-529

ocean drag coefficient, Cio, throughout the full annual cycle (fig. 6) even despite some530

winter data gaps (due to higher internal stresses). These estimated values of the ice-ocean531

drag coefficient exhibit both spatial and seasonal variations.532

Drag coefficients measured at SODA-A and SODA-B (the two southern moorings;533

fig. 2a) show a similar seasonal behaviour. For both, the drag coefficients start at low534

values (Cio ∼2× 10−3 to 3× 10−3), and steadily increase through the winter to a max-535

imum in spring (Apr.–May) before declining (figs. 6b and 6c). The decrease of Cio is more536

gradual at SODA-B than SODA-A, and summertime minimum values at SODA-A are537

lower than at SODA-B (cf., figs. 6b and 6c). The timing of the shift from increasing to538

decreasing Cio at these two moorings is roughly coincident with the change from net sur-539

face cooling to net surface heating in the atmospheric re-analysis data, which occurred540

in Apr.–May.541

In contrast, the record at SODA-C begins with an elevated drag coefficient (Cio ∼542

6× 10−3) which remains roughly constant from fall through spring (fig. 6a). After the543

shift to net atmospheric surface heating in Apr.–May, there may be a slight decline in544

Cio, but values are still elevated for some months, until there is a sharp drop in early to545

mid-July. This sudden drop in ice-ocean drag is associated with a similar sharp decline546

in both floe sizes (fig. 5c) and ridging intensity (fig. 5f), suggesting a dramatic ice breakup547

and melting event occurred.548

At all three moorings, drag coefficient values from mid-winter to spring are sim-549

ilar to each other, and fluctuate near or above the canonical value of Cio = 5.5× 10−3.550

However, differences between the moorings in fall and summer imply large-scale spatial551

gradients in the ice-ocean drag coefficient across the Beaufort Sea. Section 4.3 discusses552

morphological drivers of the observed seasonality in greater depth.553
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Figure 6: Ice-ocean drag coefficients from north-to-south: (a) SODA-C, (b) SODA-B,

and (c) SODA-A. In each panel, points with error-bars (coloured by moorings per fig. 2a)

show the values of Cio calculated with the force-balance approach (labelled “Obs.”), while

lines correspond to the different variations of parameterization schemes (table 2), as in-

dicated by the legend. Error bars show 95%-confidence interval bounds from the linear

fitting procedure. The horizontal grey dashed line shows the value of Cio = 5.5× 10−3 for

comparison.
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4.2 Evaluation of parametrization schemes554

Ice-ocean drag coefficients calculated with the all of the tested parameterization555

schemes (table 2) show values and temporal variability that broadly match the values556

observed with the force-balance approach (fig. 6). This agreement indicates that vari-557

ability of ice-ocean drag can be primarily explained by seasonal changes in the ice mor-558

phology and the associated skin/form drag contributions. Despite general success, some559

versions of the parametrization schemes are better performing; in particular, the T14(III)560

scheme diverges significantly from the observations in the latter half of the record, and561

even reaches a maximum Cio in summer/fall when the observations show a minimum.562

Figure 7 shows direct comparisons of the observed and parametrized values for each of563

the four test schemes. There is good agreement between the observed drag coefficients564

and those predicted by both L11 and T14(I) when Cio are low (. 5× 10−3); for higher565

values of Cio (& 5× 10−3), there is a roll-off of the modelled values (figs. 7a and 7b).566

Values from T14(II) follow the one-to-one line across the full range of Cio (fig. 7c), while567

those from T14(III) are mostly above the one-to-one line and don’t present any recog-568

nizable correlation with force-balance observations. A few notable outliers exist that aren’t569

described by any of the model schemes (e.g., high observed values of drag in mid-April570

at SODA-A; fig. 6a), potentially suggesting other sources of drag (e.g., internal wave drag)571

that can’t be explained by ice geometry variations alone; however, these points are fairly572

limited.573

These statements are corroborated by quantitative assessments of model perfor-574

mance across all moorings (table 3). Values from both L11 and T14(I) have weak cor-575

relations with observations (r2 = 0.13 and 0.22, respectively). T14(I) has a slightly neg-576

ative normalized bias (NBI; -012), while L11 is approximately unbiased. The T14(II) scheme577

has the best correlation of the four tests (r2 = 0.46), the lowest normalized root-mean-578

squared error (NRMSE; 0.31), though it also has a slightly negative normalized bias (-579

0.09). The T14(III) scheme is biased high (NBI of 0.31), has high NRMSE (0.57), and580

is uncorrelated with observations. Tests in which the observed drag coefficients and ge-581

ometry statistics were determined using different window lengths (ranging between 1 d582

and 14 d) all produce similar correlations as the 7-d windows presented (not shown), giv-583

ing confidence that the parameterization schemes are appropriate over a wide range of584

scales.585
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Figure 7: A comparison between the ice-ocean drag coefficients determined using the

force-balance approach (“observed”), and using the different variations of geometry-based

parameterization: (a) L11, (b) T14(I), (c) T14(II), and (d) T14(III). In each panel, the

black dashed line shows the one-to-one slope, and the points are coloured by mooring

according the legend.
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Table 3: Summary of fit statistics of ice-ocean drag coefficients determined using the

force-balance approach and using the different variations of geometry-based parameteriza-

tion. (NRSME = normalized root mean square error; NBI = normalized bias)

Scheme r2 NRMSE NBI

L11 0.13 0.37 -0.00

T14(I) 0.22 0.36 -0.08

T14(II) 0.46 0.31 -0.09

T14(III) 0.00 0.57 0.31

The parameterization schemes tested include a number of constants that could be586

used to tune the modelled drag coefficients (cf , ck, cs, sl, z0w, z0i, mw). While the T14(II)587

scheme modifies some parameters from default values (table 2), detailed optimization588

accounting for all free parameters is deliberately not performed here. This is choice is589

primarily driven by the fact that the tests here do not account for all of the physical pro-590

cesses that modify the ice-ocean drag coefficient. In particular, the parameterization schemes591

only model the neutral drag coefficient and do not account for variations due to buoy-592

ancy (which should be included as a correction term; e.g. Lüpkes & Gryanik, 2015), whereas593

the observed values of Cio reflect the total drag, including non-neutral effects and strat-594

ification. Additionally, drag due to internal wave radiation is thought to be important595

in some oceanographic conditions (McPhee & Kantha, 1989; Pite et al., 1995) but is not596

included. Finally, the forms of the functions P0 (eq. 10) and cs (eq. 11) are based on an597

assumed velocity profile that may not be suitable through the full reference depth; the598

logarithmic boundary layer at the ice-ocean interface is thought to be only ∼2 m thick599

(e.g. McPhee, 2002; Shaw et al., 2008; Randelhoff et al., 2014; Cole et al., 2017), which600

is much shallower than the 10-m reference depth used. The generally close match be-601

tween parameterized values of Cio (with T14(II)) and those determined through the force602

balance suggest that these effects may be small, but they should still be considered be-603

fore a more thorough optimization of free parameters is performed.604
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4.3 Partitioning of drag components and predictions of ice geometry605

Parameterized ice-ocean drag coefficients are built up from three components: form606

drag on floe edges (eq. 8a), form drag on keels (eq. 8b), and skin drag (eq. 8c). Insofar607

as the ice-ocean drag coefficient is driven by ice morphology, examination of the parti-608

tioning of drag components allows us to better understand the impact of those morpho-609

logical variations. In all four of the parametrization schemes tested, the ice-ocean drag610

coefficient in the winter is largely driven by form drag on ice keels (Ck). Skin drag (Cs)611

is generally much smaller, and does not show significant seasonal variation, and floe edge612

drag (Cf ) becomes more important in the summer as the ice begins to melt and break613

apart into smaller floes. This general pattern qualitatively matches results from sea ice614

models (Tsamados et al., 2014; Martin et al., 2016), but details vary from those model615

results.616

In the T14(II) scheme (which provides the best match with observations), the sea-617

sonality of Cio observed in fig. 6 is driven by seasonal growth and melt of ice keels, as618

seen by variation in Ck (figs. 8a to 8c). At the southern moorings (SODA-A, -B), which619

start the timeseries in open water, there is initially only small contribution from Ck and620

most of the drag is due to Cs. As the number and size of keels grow through the year621

(fig. 5), so too does the contribution from Ck (figs. 8b and 8c). At SODA-C, the time-622

series begins in ice cover with established ridging, and Ck is the main component of Cio623

from the onset (fig. 8a). All three moorings have some small contributions to floe edge624

drag throughout the full year due to the presence of (potentially refrozen) leads. Follow-625

ing the onset of melting conditions, an increase in floe edge drag accompanies the de-626

cline of keel drag at all locations; however, the increased floe edge drag is not enough to627

compensate for the lack of keels at any of the moorings (figs. 8a to 8c). This contrasts628

the modelling results from Tsamados et al. (2014) and Martin et al. (2016), which show629

that floe edge drag is substantial during summer/fall. While not the main focus here,630

it is also noteworthy that keel decline varied between the three moorings: at both the631

southernmost mooring (SODA-A) and northernmost mooring (SODA-C), there was a632

fairly rapid drop in Ck over the period of approximately 2 weeks in late June and early633

July, respectively, due to both decreased size and number of keels (figs. 5b and 5d); at634

SODA-B, the decrease in Ck was more gradual. Note that at SODA-A and -B, where635

there was a strong seasonality in keel drag, growth of Ck proceeded at a much slower rate636

than ice cover growth; at both moorings, ice concentration was close to 100% by early637
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Figure 8: Stacked contributions to the ice-ocean drag coefficient Cio from form drag

on floe edges (Cf ), form drag on keels (Ck), and skin drag (Cs) calculated using (a-c)

the T14(II) scheme, and (d-f) the T14(III) scheme (see table 2) for (a,d) SODA-C, (b,e)

SODA-B, and (c,f) SODA-A.

November (figs. 2c to 2e), while Ck remained relatively low through January. As such,638

it is unlikely that ice concentration based drag parameterizations (such as are suggested639

for atmospheric drag; e.g., Andreas, Horst, et al., 2010) would ever be able to sufficiently640

capture observed seasonal variations in Cio.641

The drag partition from the T14(III) scheme (figs. 8d to 8f) differs from the results642

of the T14(II) scheme. While keel drag (Ck) is still the dominant contribution during643

winter, its seasonality is somewhat muted compared to T14(II) (compare Ck in figs. 8a644

to 8c with figs. 8d to 8f). More striking are the differences in floe edge drag: Cf is much645

higher in the T14(III) scheme at all moorings and times of the year, and in summer/fall646

the increase in Cf outpaces the associated decrease in Ck. As a result, the T14(III) scheme647

has the largest value of Cio in summer/fall, which conforms to previous model results648
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(Tsamados et al., 2014; Martin et al., 2016). While these differences can be partly at-649

tributed to the differences in “local” drag coefficients between the two schemes (cf and650

ck, see table 2), the main difference arises from the fact that the T14(III) scheme does651

not use direct measurements of the sea ice geometry, and instead relies on parametrized652

geometry statistics (section 2.2).653

Differences in Cf between T14(II) and T14(III) depend mainly on the floe aspect654

ratio, dlvl/`f , while differences in Ck depend on the ridging intensity, hk/`k. As shown655

in figs. 9a and 9c, neither of these ratios is well predicted by the parametrizations of ice656

geometry eqs. (12) and (13), with parametrizations overestimating the results in both657

cases. For the highest values of ridging intensity (hk/`k & 5× 10−2) predicted values658

fall near the one-to-one line but deviate substantially as observed values decrease (fig. 9a).659

As such, the overall magnitude of Ck values is not strongly modified by the over-prediction660

of ridging intensity, but the decreased range of variability of modelled values is respon-661

sible for the muted seasonality of Ck seen in the T14(III) scheme. Considering the sep-662

arate roles of hk and `k in setting this ratio, the predictions of each individual variable663

have as much (or more) variability as observations (fig. 9b), but there is an apparent com-664

pensating effect between the two quantities. Predicted values of hk and `k vary roughly665

along lines of constant hk/`k, while observations vary primarily across lines of hk/`k.666

The elevated levels of Cf seen in the T14(III) test result from parameterized val-667

ues of the aspect ratio, dlvl/`f , being much greater than observations across nearly the668

full range of values (fig. 9c), with a median factor of ∼4 times higher than the observed669

values. Differences between the observed and predicted aspect ratio are driven solely by670

differences in `f (dlvl is not parameterized). The relationship between floe lengths and671

ice concentration used in eq. (13) to predict `f is an empirical result derived from a set672

of aerial photos of ice in the marginal ice zone in the Fram Strait (Lüpkes et al., 2012).673

However, a wide variety of factors set the size and density of floes (Roach et al., 2018)674

and so it is unlikely that such empirical relationships would be valid in different Arctic675

regions and all times of year. The mismatch in the seasonality of Cio between observa-676

tions and values predicted with the T14(III) parameterization arise mainly from this over-677

estimate of aspect ratio. In ad hoc tests using different combinations of parameters (`f,max,678

b2, and A∗) in eq. (13), there are no combinations that reduce Cf enough to reverse the679

seasonal mismatch.680
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Figure 9: A comparison of observed and parameterized sea ice geometry statistics: (a)

Observed versus parameterized ridging intensity (hk/`k) with daily values measured at all

moorings; the black dashed line shows the one-to-one slope. (b) Weekly-averaged values of

ridge spacing (`k) versus keep depth (hk) from observations (black points) and parameter-

izations (grey triangles). Grey contours correspond to lines of constant hk/`k. Observed

values of hk in (a) and (b) are relative keel depth (hkrel). (c) As per (a) but for aspect

ratio (dlvl/`f ).

5 Discussion681

5.1 Comparison with previous drag observations682

The range of values reported for the ice-ocean drag coefficient are consistent with683

previous observations. Shirasawa and Ingram (1991) and Lu et al. (2011) collated ob-684

servations of the ice-ocean drag coefficient from a wide set of historical studies (publi-685

cation dates from 1970 to 1997). These studies indicate a broad range of measured val-686

ues with extremes from as low as 0.13× 10−3 (under land-fast ice in Hudson’s bay; Shi-687

rasawa et al., 1989) to the highest value of 47× 10−3 (indirectly estimated based on fit-688

ting log-layer profiles to velocity measurements; Johannessen, 1970). The bulk of the stud-689

ies summarized suggest drag coefficient values range from roughly 1× 10−3 to 20× 10−3.690

More modern studies based either on direct measurements (Shaw et al., 2008; Randel-691

hoff et al., 2014; Cole et al., 2014, 2017) or force-balance approaches (Randelhoff et al.,692

2014; T. W. Kim et al., 2017; Dewey, 2019; Heorton et al., 2019) provide similar limits.693

This study finds drag coefficient values from 1.3× 10−3 to 12.3× 10−3, which fall well694

within the conventional bounds, and the mean and median values are close to, but slightly695
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Figure 10: Stacked histograms showing the probability distribution function (PDF) of

the ice-ocean drag coefficient values calculated at each of the three moorings (coloured by

mooring according to fig. 2a). Coloured vertical lines show the annual mean value of Cio

for each mooring, and the vertical black line shows the overall mean. The vertical grey

dashed line shows the value of Cio = 5.5× 10−3 for comparison.

below, the canonical drag coefficient value of 5.5× 10−3 (fig. 10). The overall mean value696

of 4.6× 10−3 in these observations is very similar to the average ice-ocean drag coeffi-697

cient of 4.7× 10−3 found by Dewey (2019) for the Beaufort Sea.698

Cole et al. (2017) present detailed analysis of surface momentum flux from four ice699

drift stations in the Beaufort Sea, each containing a cluster of autonomous instruments.700

The four clusters provide measurements spanning March to December 2014, nearly a full701

annual cycle. Their results show weekly median ice-ocean drag coefficients ranging from702

approximately 0.2× 10−3 to 10× 10−3, with significant spatial and temporal variabil-703

ity (see their figure 12). Their measured values of Cio span a broader range than reported704

here, with minimum values an order-of-magnitude lower than ours (but similar maxi-705

mum values). Nonetheless, there is good agreement with some of the qualitative behaviour706

exhibited by the ice cluster measurements. Namely, despite strong spatial variation in707

the values of Cio, all of the ice clusters showed consistent seasonal variations in ice-ocean708
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drag, with minimum values at the time of ice minimum (Aug.–Sep.) and maximum val-709

ues in spring (Apr.–Jun.). Dewey (2019) find a similar seasonal cycle based on a force-710

balance approach to calculate Cio from remote measurements in the Beaufort Sea over711

a 5-year period from 2011–2016: basin-wide average Cio show minimum values from Jul.–712

Oct. of each year. These patterns are in agreement with our observations which show713

minimum ice-ocean drag coefficient values in fall (fig. 6). In contrast, pan-Arctic aver-714

ages of Cio from models incorporating a variable drag coefficient scheme (section 2.1)715

show the opposite behaviour (Tsamados et al., 2014; Martin et al., 2016). In those mod-716

els, the maximum value of Cio occurs during the summer/fall season, driven by form drag717

on floe edges (eq. 8a). As described above (section 4.3), seasonality in modelled values718

of Cio may be a result of over predicted values of the floe aspect ratio, dlvl/`f .719

With a few exceptions, direct observational estimates of the ice-ocean drag coef-720

ficient are made using point measurements of turbulent fluxes. In comparison to the force-721

balance approach used here, Cio values derived from point measurements require far fewer722

assumptions about the ice dynamics (e.g., they are valid whether or not the ice is in free723

drift). However, these measurements are also inherently local and as such it is not clear724

how they scale to application across entire ice floes. For logistical reasons, measurements725

are typically made away from ice keels, so reported values of Cio may under-represent726

floe- or regional-average values (McPhee, 2012). Randelhoff et al. (2014) provide a di-727

rect comparison between a force-balance approach to calculate ice-ocean drag (the pro-728

cedure used here) and in-situ measurements of turbulent fluxes. Their results showed that729

the force-balance approach produced ice-ocean stress estimates that were, on average,730

3 times larger than direct measurements. They attribute the mismatch to unmeasured731

sources of drag (e.g., due to internal wave radiation; McPhee & Kantha, 1989), but it732

may also be due to non-local turbulence. Similarly, application of the force-balance ap-733

proach to the ice cluster data from Cole et al. (2017) shows higher values of Cio and de-734

creased temporal variability compared to local measurements (Heorton et al., 2019). While735

this may explain why the values of Cio observed here have a much higher minimum value736

than those by Cole et al. (2017), more work is needed to understand the inherent dif-737

ferences in between direct point measurements and force-balance measurements of ice-738

ocean drag.739

In comparing values of Cio between different studies, it is important to consider740

the choice of reference depth used, which will impact the drag coefficient through depth741
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variations of uo. For example, repeating our analysis with a shallower reference depth742

of zref = 6 m yields slightly higher values of Cio, with an overall average of 5.2× 10−3743

(compared to 4.6× 10−3 for zref = 10 m). Typically, values of Cio are reported cor-744

responding to either fixed reference depths near the ice bottom, thus in or near the log-745

arithmic boundary layer, or they are reported using the underlying geostrophic current,746

ug, as a reference velocity (table 1 in Lu et al., 2011, lists reference depths used for a747

number of studies). Within the log-layer, uo ∝ u∗, so the application of the quadratic748

drag law is appropriate. However, beyond the logarithmic layer, the relationship between749

stress and velocity in the ice-ocean boundary layer is not expected to be quadratic (e.g.750

McPhee, 2008, and references therein). If ug is used as a reference velocity, drag may751

be better described by Rossby Similarity Theory (Blackadar & Tennekes, 1968; McPhee,752

2008), which accounts for the existence of an outer Ekman-like layer matched to an in-753

ner logarithmic layer (as has been observed in the ice-ocean boundary layer, e.g., Hunk-754

ins, 1966; McPhee, 1979). In this more general case, McPhee (1979, and others) find rea-755

sonable empirical agreement from an alternative power law form: |τ io| ∝ |ui − ug|n756

where n < 2 (e.g., Cole et al., 2017, find values of n ranging from 0.51 to 1.76). The757

use of a fixed reference depth of zref = 10 m in the present study likely extends beyond758

the surface log-layer so the quadratic drag law is not strictly applicable. Nonetheless,759

tested parameterizations that assume a law-of-the-wall velocity profile (T14(I), T14(II))760

produce reasonable results (figs. 6 and 7). Furthermore, the relationship between stress761

and relative velocity seems to be well described by the quadratic drag law (fig. 3). This762

suggests a “fuzzy” transition between the inner logarithmic boundary layer and the outer763

Ekman-like layer such that the law-of-the-wall still provides a useful approximation for764

determining Cio. Likely, the use of a smaller reference depth that is closer to the base765

of the logarithmic boundary layer may increase the accuracy of the quadratic drag as-766

sumption (e.g., Park & Stewart, 2016, suggest a hybrid Rossby Similarity Theory using767

the quadratic drag law to model the inner boundary layer coupled to classic Ekman-layer768

dynamics for the outer layer).769

5.2 Implications for momentum transfer into the ocean770

We have focused on the efficiency of momentum transfer between the sea ice and771

the upper ocean; however, these questions exist in a broader context of the impact of sea772

ice on mediating total momentum flux between the ocean and the atmosphere. Conven-773
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tional wisdom has been that sea ice damps atmosphere-ocean momentum flux (Plueddemann774

et al., 1998; Rainville & Woodgate, 2009), and so an increase in open water will lead to775

an increase in momentum flux into the ocean (Rainville et al., 2011). However, other re-776

cent studies have suggested a more complex view (Martin et al., 2014, 2016; Dosser &777

Rainville, 2016). Martin et al. (2014, 2016) show that sea ice can either enhance or di-778

minish momentum flux into the ocean depending on the interplay between internal ice779

stress and wind stress (which is amplified over the sea ice; e.g., Guest et al., 1995, and780

many others). A detailed accounting of the upper ocean response to the combined sea781

ice and atmospheric forcing is outside the scope of the current study; here we consider782

the potential for amplification or damping of momentum flux into the ocean by sea ice.783

The equivalent drag coefficient, Cequiv (eq. 6) provides a measure of the total mo-784

mentum transfer efficiency between the atmosphere and the ocean as it is mediated by785

sea ice. To provide additional context for the observations, consider two limits for the786

value of Cequiv: (1) a “free-drift limit”, where F a = F i = 0 in eq. (5), so τ ocn = τ atm;787

(2) the atmosphere-ice stress, τ ai, is balanced by internal ice stress, ∇ · σ, and F a is788

negligible, so τ io = 0. Then for each case the equivalent drag coefficient is given by:789

case 1: Cequiv = ACai + (1−A)Cao, (14a)

case 2: Cequiv = (1−A)Cao. (14b)

Taking Cao as constant (an appropriate approximation for typical wind speeds), the two790

cases above provide formula for Cequiv that are functions solely of ice concentration (not-791

ing application of an ice-concentration based parameterization scheme for Cai). While792

these two cases are referred to as limits, they are not strict limits as both the role of ac-793

celeration terms (F a) and the vector addition of terms in eq. (5) can either increase or794

decrease Cequiv beyond these bounds.795

Values of Cequiv span a wide range, and the variability of observed values increases796

with increasing sea ice concentration (fig. 11). This increase in variability of Cequiv with797

A reflects the divergence of the two limits of Cequiv introduced above, which both ap-798

proach Cao as A→ 0 but either increase (eq. 14a) or decrease (eq. 14b) as A increases.799

Results also show a separation of Cequiv based on the wind factor (|ui|/|ua|). Points with800

a wind factor ≥ 2% (defined as being in free drift) generally fall near the upper “free-801

drift limit” (as expected). This limit shows that in the absence of acceleration terms (F a),802

ice in free drift will amplify the efficiency of stress transfer compared to open water; how-803
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Figure 11: Equivalent drag coefficient Cequiv (eq. 6) as a function sea ice concentration

(from ERA5). Points shows all hourly values from all moorings, coloured by wind factor

(log-scale; grey points had no measurable ui), while black circles show bin-median values

by sea ice concentration. The red and blue lines shows the limit cases discussed in the

text: red is eq. (14a); blue is eq. (14b).

ever, as F a also includes the Coriolis acceleration, F a is non-zero even at steady-state.804

Points with wind factor below 2% cover a more broad range of values, but for low val-805

ues (wind factor ≤ 1%), Cequiv are generally bounded by eq. (14b). This shows that,806

as expected, the ice interaction force F i causes a reduction in momentum transfer rel-807

ative to open-water conditions. Whether the net effect of the ice is to amplify or damp808

momentum transfer ultimately depends on the strength of this force.809

Annual median values of Cequiv were similar for each of the three mooring loca-810

tions with a slight north-south trend: 1.69× 10−3, 1.44× 10−3, 1.34× 10−3 for SODA-811

A, -B, and -C, respectively. This similarity reflects that increased open-water areas (which812

have a lower efficiency of momentum transfer) at the southern moorings may partly off-813

set expected increases in winter Cequiv due to free-drift conditions. However, because wind814

forcing also has strong seasonal variations with a winter maximum (e.g., Dosser & Rainville,815

2016), long-term trends in the total momentum flux into the ocean (τ ocn) will depend816
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both on a balance of increasing open-water conditions and changing internal stress con-817

ditions in the winter.818

Based on the 2%-rule, the wind factor (|ui|/|ua|) provides a first-order estimate819

of the extent of free drift conditions at each mooring. While only a rule-of-thumb, mea-820

sured values of the wind factor showed asymptotic behaviour supporting use of this rule:821

as the wind speed increased (i.e., as τ ai becomes a dominant term in the force balance),822

wind factor values converged around 2%; bin-average values of the wind factor stay ap-823

proximately near 2% across a wide range of wind speeds (fig. 12a). There was also a re-824

lationship between wind factor and sea ice concentration: for concentrations below ∼80%–825

85%, the wind factor was elevated and generally greater than 2% (fig. 12b). This sug-826

gests that an 80%–85% ice-concentration-based limit for defining free drift is an approx-827

imation of the 2%-rule, but it may be the case that free drift conditions also occur in-828

termittently for higher ice concentrations (e.g., on short timescales, atmospheric stress829

may be balanced primarily by only one of either the ice-ocean or ice-ice stresses, as in830

Steele et al., 1997). The prevalence of wind factor values greater than 2% have a north-831

south trend, with roughly 66% of measurements designated as being free drift at SODA-832

A, 54% at SODA-B, and 37% at SODA-C. Dosser and Rainville (2016) previously showed833

that the wind factor is a useful indicator for atmosphere-ice-ocean momentum transfer.834

If the differences between SODA-A and SODA-C are indicative of future trends of sea835

ice (in which more and more of the Arctic is similar to SODA-A) then this suggests the836

potential for increasing amplification of stress transfer from the atmosphere to the ocean837

in the Beaufort Sea during winter.838

Martin et al. (2014, 2016) suggests that interplay between wind stress enhancement839

over sea ice and internal ice stresses (i.e., the relative sizes of τ atm and F i in eq. 5) lead840

to a local maximum in the normalized τ ocn at some optimal sea ice concentration (their841

results suggest ∼80 % to 90 %). We see similar evidence for an optimal sea ice concen-842

tration in Cequiv; binned-median values of Cequiv have a peak near 60% ice concentra-843

tion (fig. 11). However, our observations show that binned-median Cequiv roughly fol-844

low the free-drift limit (case 1), and there is not an appreciable decrease below that limit845

in median Cequiv at 100% ice concentration (which is in contrast to the pan-Arctic av-846

erage results presented by Martin et al., 2014). This suggests that the optimal ice con-847

centration for momentum transfer seen in our results is driven by the maximum of eq. (14a),848

and is minimally affected the ice interaction force (F i). As such, results for optimal ice849
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Figure 12: Wind factor (|ui|/|ua|) as a function of (a) wind speed, and (b) sea ice con-

centration (from ERA5). In both panels, shading shows a 2-dimensional histogram of the

proportion of total samples (on a log-scale), while black lines with circles show the values

of wind factor bin-averaged by (a) wind speed, and (b) sea ice concentration. Bin-averages

in (b) were only produced for sea ice concentration ≥40% due to data scarcity for lower

ice concentrations. The horizontal dashed black line in both panels corresponds to a wind

factor of 2%.
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concentration will be highly sensitive to the parameterization of Cia. Furthermore, these850

results indicate that, on average, at all three moorings the presences of sea ice causes an851

amplification of stress transfer compared to open-water conditions for a given wind speed.852

This is consistent with Martin et al. (2016), who found that sea ice in the Beaufort Sea853

causes a mean amplification of stress into the ocean for all seasons regardless of whether854

a constant or variable ice-ocean drag coefficient was used in the model (see their figure855

12).856

6 Conclusions857

Using a force-balance approach to estimate the ice ocean drag coefficient, Cio, the858

annual cycle of the efficiency of ice-ocean momentum transfer is inferred from mooring859

observations. These estimates compare favorably with drag coefficients using parame-860

terization schemes, based on measured statistics of ice geometry, as well as with previ-861

ous observations of ice-ocean drag. We summarize the main contributions of the study862

as follows:863

1. The ice ocean drag coefficient, Cio, varied seasonally. Variations were more pro-864

nounced for the moorings in the seasonal ice zone compared to the mooring that865

was ice-covered through the full year (fig. 6), suggesting that the enhanced sea-866

sonality of the Arctic ice pack is directly influencing seasonality in Cio. This man-867

ifested as a decrease in Cio in the summer and fall, driven by changes in intensity868

of ridged ice (fig. 8). Wintertime mean values of Cio were similar to, or higher than,869

the canonical value of 5.5× 10−3 (up to a maximum of 12.3× 10−3), but summer870

and fall values at SODA-A and -B (which may be more representative of future871

conditions) were as low as ∼1.3× 10−3 (fig. 10). The observed seasonality agrees872

with previous observational studies in the Western Arctic (Cole et al., 2017; Dewey,873

2019), but contrast with pan-Arctic model results (Tsamados et al., 2014; Mar-874

tin et al., 2016).875

2. Geometry-based drag parameterizations reproduce many of the spatial and tem-876

poral variations of ice-ocean drag, provided that the ice geometry is known (figs. 6877

and 7). Slight modifications to the existing parameterization schemes produces878

the most favourable results (T14(II); fig. 7c), but a full optimization of all free pa-879

rameters has yet to be performed (and should account for non-neutral conditions880
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and differences in boundary layer structure). Parameterization of the ice geom-881

etry (T14(III)) appears more challenging (fig. 7d), particularly predicting the cor-882

rect floe sizes (impacting the total floe edge drag, figs. 8d to 8f). The mismatch883

in seasonality of ice-ocean drag between observations (Cole et al., 2017; Dewey,884

2019, and the present study) and models (Tsamados et al., 2014; Martin et al.,885

2016) is likely a direct result of the difficulties in predicting floe aspect ratios us-886

ing bulk parameters.887

3. In the seasonal ice zone, ridging intensity grows relatively slowly compared to the888

growth of ice concentration (compare figs. 2d and 2e with fig. 5f). As a result, it889

is unlikely that simplified parameterization schemes based solely on ice concen-890

tration (such have been suggested for atmospheric drag; e.g., Andreas, Horst, et891

al., 2010; Andreas, Persson, et al., 2010) will be able to adequately capture vari-892

ations in ice-ocean drag during the ice growth season.893

4. The presence of sea ice causes a net amplification of the efficiency of stress input894

to the ocean compared to open water (section 5.2) which we attribute to the preva-895

lence of free drift conditions (including intermittently during full ice cover). Our896

measurements support the notion of an “optimal ice concentration” for momen-897

tum transfer (Martin et al., 2014, 2016), but suggest the value of the optimal con-898

centration has high sensitivity to the parameterization of the atmosphere-ice drag899

coefficient, Cai (fig. 11). A comparison between moorings indicates that free drift900

conditions are more common to the south, and thus may become more common901

throughout the Beaufort Sea in the future, with a net trend of amplified coupling902

between the atmosphere and the ocean.903

The capability of models to represent the coupled atmosphere-ice-ocean system con-904

tinues to evolve. Despite mismatches in predictions of ice geometry statistics which are905

used as inputs, the general success of the parameterization schemes described here gives906

greater confidence in our ability to use modelled results to learn about the “new Arc-907

tic”, provided that methods can be developed to account for those mismatches. New sea-908

ice modelling schemes may be able to directly represent floe size distributions (Roach909

et al., 2018) or keel statistics (Roberts et al., 2019), reducing the need to redefine pa-910

rameterizations of sea ice geometry. As model parameterizations of ice-ocean drag evolve,911

it will become important for users who apply those schemes to choose a framework that912

matches the model application, including an appropriate choice of reference depth, zref .913
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For example, for an upper-ocean mixing study that uses τ io as a surface boundary con-914

dition it may be most appropriate to use a value of Cio consistent with drag at the base915

of the surface log-layer, or to choose zref in eq. (8) corresponding to the shallowest re-916

solved ocean model level. Drag in a large-scale ice drift model driven by geostrophic ocean917

currents may be better described by Rossby Similarity Theory (Blackadar & Tennekes,918

1968; McPhee, 2008) than by a quadratic drag law; though linking the “effective” rough-919

ness length used in that theory to statistics of large scale geometric features remains an920

open problem. Finally, differences between drag values measured at the different moor-921

ing sites indicates that variations in ice morphology may lead to large-scale spatial gra-922

dients in the ice-ocean drag, and consequently the surface momentum flux into the ocean,923

which may have important consequences for studies of large-scale Beaufort Sea circu-924

lation (e.g., gyre equilibrium and freshwater storage; Meneghello et al., 2018; Timmer-925

mans et al., 2018; Armitage et al., 2020).926
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Introduction This supporing information provides additional figures and tables and

discusses the sensitivity of the results of the main study.

Text S1. Sensitivity of results: geostrophic velocity

The inclusion of the geostrophic velocity, ug in eq. (3) arises from sea surface tilt in the

sea ice momentum equation, and the assumption of geostrophic balance: fk̂×ug = g∇η.

However, there is some ambiguity involved in defining a geostrophic velocity from ADCP-

measured ocean velocity profiles. For the present study, ug is based on the measured veloc-

ity averaged over some depth range, which has previously been found to be in good agree-

ment with estimates of sea surface height from satellite altimetry on monthly timescales
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(Armitage et al., 2017). Over a 12-year record in the Beaufort Sea, Armitage et al. (2017)

found that the 5 m to 20 m depth range produced the best match between monthly av-

eraged velocities and satellite altimetry estimates of geostrophic velocity. Other studies

have used different depth ranges. For example, Randelhoff, Sundfjord, and Renner (2014)

used an average velocity in the 17 m to 22 m depth range to represent the undisturbed

ocean beneath sea ice and Cole et al. (2017) define a geostrophic reference velocity in

reference to the depth of the mixed-layer. For consistency with Armitage et al. (2017),

we define ug as the average velocity from 5 m to 20 m depth low-pass filtered with a 2-day

cut-off (to reflect that the geostrophic balance adjustment occurs over inertial timescales).

The values of τ io and Cio are fairly insensitive to the choice of averaging depth used

to define the geostrophic velocity. Averaged through the full record, ice-ocean and

atmosphere-ice stresses almost perfectly balance (table S1 and fig. S2). The Coriolis

acceleration term is ∼3–4% of τ io, but it largely cancelled by local acceleration and sea

surface tilt. These results are generally consistent with those by Steele, Zhang, Rothrock,

and Stern (1997), who also find a minimal contribution from Coriolis and tilt terms (their

model neglected local acceleration). While different choices of the depth range used for

averaging in the definition of ug result in different relative contributions to the ice-ocean

stress (table S1), these amount to differences in τ io on the order of ∼1–2% and aren’t

substantial enough to impact the calculated values of Cio.

Text S2. Sensitivity of results: atmosphere-ice drag coefficient

As the ice-ocean stress in free-drift conditions is largely set by the atmosphere-ice stress

(table S1 and fig. S2), the values of τ io and consequently Cio will be sensitive to the

atmosphere-ice stress. The atmospheric stress available from the ERA5 re-analysis prod-
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uct represents the total effective stress τ atm (eq. 4b) over a grid cell in mixed ice and

open-water conditions. To partition stress appropriately for eq. (3), it is necessary to cal-

culate the atmosphere-ice stress component, which is done using the quadratic drag law,

eq. (1b), which relies on the atmosphere-ice drag coefficient, Cai. For consistency with

the ERA5 re-analysis product that we use for wind speed, we calculate the neutral Cai

using the formulation from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts

(ECMWF) model: Cai = [κ/ ln(zref/z0)], with zref = 10 m, and the surface roughness

z0M given as a function of ice concentration, A, by (ECMWF, 2019):

z0M = 10−3 ×max
{

1, 0.93(1− A) + 6.05 exp[−17(A− 0.5)2]
}
. (S1)

To test the sensitivity of calculated ice-ocean drag values to the parameterization of

the atmosphere-ice drag coefficient, two alternative formulations of Cai are considered:

(1) constant drag; and (2) the drag parameterization by Lüpkes, Gryanik, Hartmann,

and Andreas (2012). For constant drag, we use Cai = 1.47× 10−3 (based on a constant

roughness length z0M = 2.3× 10−4 m, appropriate for winter Arctic conditions; Andreas,

Persson, et al., 2010). The parameterization by Lüpkes et al. (2012) forms the basis for the

ice-ocean drag parameterization by Tsamados et al. (2014) and is based on ice geometry

characteristics; however, the authors provide a hierarchy of simplifications to the model

based on empirical relationships found between ice morphology and concentration. To

construct a Cai only as a function of A based on Lüpkes et al. (2012) for the purpose of

sensitivity testing, we use their eqs. 2 and 53–54 with hf given by their eq. 25 and ignore

the effects of melt ponds (consistent with Elvidge et al., 2016). Note that Lüpkes et al.

(2012) parameterize the total neutral atmospheric drag coefficient: Catm = ACai + (1 −

A)Cao; however, since the skin drag over open water in their formulation is equivalent to
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the atmosphere-ocean drag coefficient (Cao), we can determine Cai explicitly. Compared

with the ECMWF parameterization that is used in the ERA5 re-analysis product, these

test cases give quite different forms of Cai (fig. S3).

These three schemes have somewhat similar values of Cai at 100% ice concentration

(values vary from 1.47× 10−3 to 1.98× 10−3); however, at low concentrations, the value

of Cai can more than double depending on the choice of parametrization scheme (values

vary from 1.47× 10−3 to 3.91× 10−3; fig. S3). Despite the much higher Cai during the

fall season when using the Lüpkes et al. (2012) parameterization (compared to ECMWF;

fig. S4a), the observed seasonal variations in the ice-ocean drag coefficient exist regardless

of the Cai scheme used (fig. S4b). The differences between the fall minimum and winter

maximum Cio are slightly muted when using the Lüpkes et al. (2012) scheme for Cai, but

enhanced when using a constant atmosphere-ice drag coefficient (due to lower values of

Cai during the fall). While the seasonal patterns of Cio are robust across different Cai

parameterization schemes, the values of Cio are impacted by the choice of scheme for Cai.

Annual average values of Cio taken across all three moorings are 4.6× 10−3 when using

the ECMWF parameterization for Cai (??), 4.1× 10−3 for the Lüpkes et al. (2012) param-

eterization, and 3.3× 10−3 for constant Cai; these values directly reflect the proportional

changes between Cai calculated using the different parameterization schemes.

In testing these different parameterizations, we use the same wind speed for each. How-

ever, that wind speed is provided by the ERA5 re-analysis, which implements the ECMWF

parameterization for surface drag. If a different atmospheric drag parameterization was

implemented in the re-analysis model, the wind speed would adjust accordingly (e.g., a

lower surface drag may result in a higher wind speed). The change in wind speed might
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partly offset the impacts of different Cai values in setting τ ai and thus Cio for different

parameterization schemes, so the overall sensitivity of Cio to choices of Cai when account-

ing for associated wind speed variations may be lowered. Unfortunately, we are unable to

test that effect.
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Figure S1. Hourly timeseries at SODA-B of (a) wind speed; (b) ice speed; (c) speed

ocean current at 10-m reference depth (uo) and geostrophic current (ug); (d) directions for

each of the speeds in (a-c), coloured correspondingly (using a conventions of the direction

each velocity vector is pointing towards measured clockwise from North); (e) wind factor

(|ui|/|ua|). The shaded grey background shows the time period used in fig. S2.
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Table S1. Annual median values of the stress components of each of the terms in

the sea ice momentum balance (eq. 3) projected onto the direction of τ io. Different rows

for the sea surface tilt component, ρodifk̂ × ug, (labelled 1–4) correspond to different

depth-ranges used for averaging in the definition of ug: (1) 5 m to 20 m, used for the main

text; (2) 17 m to 22 m; (3) the full depth profile measured by the ADCP; and (4) rather

an a depth-averaged velocity, ug is defined by the velocity in the deepest ADCP bin.

Projected stress [mPa]

SODA-A SODA-B SODA-C

τ io 116.7 96.8 69.3

τ ai 116.5 97.7 71.4

−ρodi ∂ui

∂t
0.1 0.4 0.3

−ρodifk̂ × ui -5.4 -2.7 -4.4

(1) ρodifk̂ × ug 5.0 1.5 1.5

(2) ρodifk̂ × ug 4.1 1.1 0.8

(3) ρodifk̂ × ug 3.6 0.9 1.3

(4) ρodifk̂ × ug 2.3 0.4 0.3
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Figure S2. An example period from two week period in summer at SODA-B showing

the size of different terms in the sea ice momentum balance (eq. 3): (a) magnitude of

each stress component; (b) stress components projected onto the direction of τ io. Missing

values of |τ io| in (a) and of all stress components in (b) are due to the exclusion of |τ io|

values when the wind factor is < 2%.
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Figure S3. Parameterized atmosphere-ice drag coefficient, Cai, as a function of sea

ice concentration, A.
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Figure S4. Timeseries at SODA-B of (a) atmosphere-ice drag coefficients, Cai, cal-

culated using different parameterization schemes, and (b) corresponding ice-ocean drag

coefficients, Cio. The grey-shaded region in (b) shows the 95% uncertainty range associ-

ated with regression procedure to determine Cio when Cai is calculated with the ECMWF

scheme.
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